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Abstract--We analyze fully discrete methods of fourth- or second-order t mporal accuracy for the 
approximation f the solutions of a class of semilinear second-order hyperbolic equations with a nonlinear 
termfthat depends on x, t, u, u,, Vu. The methods are based on Galerkin-type discretizations i  pace and 
on a class of two-step, cosine time-stepping schemes. By suitably extrapolating from previous values in 
the nonlinear term we compute the approximations by solving linear systems of equations ateach time 
step. L2-optimal error estimates are proved. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we shall study fully discrete Galerkin-type methods for the approximation of the 
solution of the following initial- and boundary-value problem for a class of semilinear hyperbolic 
equations: let f~ be a bounded domain in R N (N = 1, 2, 3,) with smooth boundary and let 
0 < t* < ~.  We seek a real-valued function u = u(x, t), defined on ~ x [0, t*], satisfying 
u, = -Lu  + f (x ,  t, u, u,, Vu) 
N 
=- ~ Oi(aij(x)dju) - ao(x)u + f (x ,  t, u, u,, Vu), in f~ x [0, t*], 
i,j= 1 
u(x,  t) = O, on Of~ x [0, t*], 
u(x,  O) = u°(x),  u,(x, O) = ut(x) ,  in ~, (1) 
where a U, ao,f, u °, u t are given functions and L a uniformly positive definite elliptic operator. We 
shall use Galerkin-type discretizations in the space variables and base the time stepping scheme 
on fourth- or second-order accurate two-step methods generated by rational approximations to the 
cosine [1-4]. By suitable extrapolating from previous values in the right-hand side nonlinear term 
we may compute the fully discrete approximations by solving linear systems of equations at each 
time step. 
In Ref. [4] Bales and Dougalis have analyzed such cosine-type (fourth-order) schemes in the case 
of a second-order nonlinear hyperbolic equation in which the coefficients aij, a0 of the operator L
also depend on t and u but with a right-hand side f depending only on x, t, u. Al lowingfto depend 
on u, and Vu as well, introduces considerable and novel complications in the construction of the 
fully discrete schemes and in the proofs of the error estimates. The contribution of the present paper 
is to extend the results of Ref. [4] in the case at hand; its general plan, the notation and many of 
the estimation techniques follow those of Ref. [4]. 
For simplicity and in order to focus more sharply in the proofs on the effect of the dependence 
o f f  on u, and Vu we have let the coefficients of L depend only on x. It is straightforward, albeit 
tedious, by combining results and techniques of the present paper with those of Ref. [4], to treat 
the case where a,j and a0 are functions of x, t and u and obtain a result essentially of the type of 
Theorem 2.1 below. 
For 1 ~<p ~< oo and integers  >f 0 let W s'p =- Ws'p(D), with corresponding norm l[ IIs, p, denote the 
usual Sobolev spaces consisting of equivalence clases of functions with distributional derivatives 
of order up to s in L p = LP(f~). Let H" - W ~'2 with norm II II,; (','), resp, II II, will denote the inner 
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product, resp. norm, on L 2, while I Iv will be the norm on L °°. For functions v e H',  resp. v ~ W ''~, 
we shall let 
and 
".  "+Y:+ 
I Vv  I<+ = max I d,v I +. 
I ~I<~N 
In addition, let Hi  be the subspace of H ~ consisting of the functions that vanish on Ot'l in the sense 
of trace. 
Problem (1) has a unique solution, in general for small enough t*, under appropriate smoothness 
and compatibility conditions on the data, see for example Ref. [5]. We shall assume therefore in 
the sequel that the data of problem (1) are smooth and compatible nough to allow a unique, 
smooth enough for our purposes, classical solution u of problem (1) to exist for 0 ~< t ~< t*. As a 
consequence, we may also assume that temporal derivatives of u of high enough order vanish for 
x ~Ot'l, t />0. We suppose that u(x , t ) ,u r (x , t )~[ml ,m2]  and Vu(x, t)E[m~,m~] ~ for 
(x, t )~  × [0, t*], where [mr, m2] is a finite interval. We shall assume that, for fixed ~5 > 0, f is 
defined as smooth enough function of its arguments in 
Qa ~_ ~ x [0, t*] x M~ +2, 
where M6 = [ml - 6, m2 + 6]. Also we assume that (ao) is symmetric and uniformly positive definite 
and that a0 is nonnegative in ~. We let 
and 
Space discretizations 
Y = {g e WI'~(D); g(x)  ~ M~, x ~ ~'1} 
Z = {g E [L °°(fl)]~; g(x) ~ M~ v, x ~ ~). 
Let T be the solution operator of the elliptic problem Lv = w, w ~ L:  and w = 0 on all, defined 
by Tw = v. For 0 < h < 1, let Sh be a family of finite-dimensional subspaces of W t'°~ c~ Hi  in which 
approximations to the solution of problem (1) will be sought. Let Th be a family of linear operators, 
Th: L 2 ~ Sh, that approximate T. Assume that Sh and Th have the following properties: 
(In the sequel c, ct, C etc. will denote positive constants, not necessarily the same at any two 
places, possibly depending on u, t* and the data of problem (1) but independent of h and the time 
step.) 
(ia) Th are symmetric operators, positive semidefinite on L 2 and positive definite 
on Sh. 
(i~) There exists an integer r />2 and a constant C such that for every 
g 6H+-2,2 <<.s <<.r 
II ( T h -- Y)g I[ <~ Ch+ ]l g 11,-2. 
(i?) Let Lh = T f  ~ on Sh. Then there exist constants Co > 0 and Ct > 0 such that for 
every cp ~ Sh 
C0 II V~o ll2 ~< (Lh~P, cP) ~ < C~h-2ll~p 112. 
06) There exists a constant C such that for every ¢p ~ Sh 
and 
I~o t® <~ Ch-~'/211~o II. 
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Let P: L2---, S h denote the L2-projection operator onto Sh and PI = ThL, Pl: H2c~ H~--* Sh be as 
usual the elliptic projection operator onto Sh. As a consequence of the assumptions in (i) it follows 
that there exists a constant C such that: 
(ii) II v - ev  II ~< Ch ~ II v IIs, for  2 ~< s ~< r, v ~ H x o H0  I
(iii~) IIv-P~vll~ChSllvlls, for 2<<.s<~r, v~H*NHlo. 
If u is the solution of problem (1) we let W(t) = Plu(t) and we have, as a 
consequence of property (iii~), that 
(iiifl) II u~m) -- w¢r~)[I ~< C(u, m)h ~, 2 ~< s ~< r, m = 0, 1, 2 . . . . .  
d m 
where for y =y(t ) ,  yem) = _~y.  
In addition we shall assume 
( i i i?)  I u('n) __ W(/)  I o~ ~< Ch ' I l og  h ] 0(r), 2 ~< s ~< r, m = 0, 1, 2 , . . . ,  
where O(r) = 0 if r > 2 and O(r) > 0 if r = 2. 
We shall suppose that the elliptic projection Pi satisfies, in addition to 
(iii~-?), the estimate 
(iv) IIv-P~vlll,o~C~(h)hS-tllvll .... for 2~<s ~<r, veWS'®nH~.  
For the standard Galerkin method on polygonal domains it is reasonable to 
assume, cf. for example Ref. [6] and its references therein, that we may take 
7 (h)= l  for r>2,  while for r=2 ? (h )= l  if N=l ,2  and, at worse, 
? (h )= l logh l  ~,/~ >0 if N=3.  
Full discret&ations 
For the sole purpose of just motivating the fully discrete schemes consider the semidiscrete 
problem, i.e. define COb: [0, t*] --* Sh such that, 
co~2)(t) + Lhogh(t ) = Pf(t), (2) 
wheref(t) - f ( t ,  x, u, u,, Vu) and just for the sake of this informal discussion assume that equation 
(2), when supplemented by suitable initial conditions COb(0), %.,(0), will produce a unique 
sufficiently smooth solution cob(t), 0 < t < t*. Our fully discrete schemes will be based on second- 
and fourth-order accurate rational approximations r(x) to the cosine, Refs [1-4]. We shall analyze 
in detail the harder case of fourth-order accurate approximations and only state the analogous 
results for second-order methods in Section 3. Following Refs [3, 4], consider a rational function 
r(x) approximating cos x for real x, of the form 
r(x) = (1 +ptx  2 +p2x4)/(1 + ql x2 + q2x4), ql, q2 > 0, 
where we shall assume fourth-order accuracy, i.e. Pl = q l -1 /2 ,  p: = q2-  q~/2 + 1/24 and for 
stability purposes that the pair (q~,q2) belongs to the stability region ~ of the q~,q2>O 
quarterplane of Fig. 1 of Ref. [3]. 
Let k denote the time step, tn = nk, n = O, 1, 2 . . . . .  J, with tj = t* and put 
t0n=t0h(tn), 090)~=09~J)(tn), fn=Pf ( tn) ,  fO)n=Pf~J)(tn), Q=q(k2Lh),  P=p(k2Lh) ,  
where p(x)= 1 + plx  + p2x 2 and q(x) = 1 + qlx + q:x 2. 
Since for any smooth function y = y(t)  we have 
y(t~+ i) + y(t~_ i) = 2 cos(ikDt)y(t~), 
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approximating cos(iz) by r ( i z )  and using equation (2) we obtain for smooth enough cob(t): 
( I  -- q, k2D 2, + q2k*n*t )(09 ~ +1 + con - i) = 2(I - p, k2D 2 + p2k*D~)to ~ + O(k6).  
Differentiating now equation (2) with respect o t, using (P2 - -  q2)  = (q l  - -  1/12)/2, substituting and 
dropping terms of sixth-order in the above relation we obtain, 
Q con+t - 2Pton + Q o9n-1 ~ k2(q l f  n+~ - 2P l f  m + q l f " - i )  
+ k4(q2L , f  m+t - 2p2Lhf  n + q2L~] "n- t) - k*(q~ - ~2)f ~2)~. (3) 
Motivated by expression (3) we can now state the fully discrete scheme. We shall seek Un~ Sh 
approximating u"= u(tn) for 0 ~ n ~< J. To be able to march in time by only solving l inear systems 
of equations, we approximate the fn+~ term in the fight-hand side of expression (3) explicitly by 
extrapolating from previous values U',  m ~< n. To this end we shall approximate: 
un+l ~ ~.7~n+l n u, ,~ AtU  n, ,,n+l~./itUn+l 
The precise formulas for the extrapolation terms O n + t, A, U n, .,{! U n +~ will be specified in Section 2. 
We shall also replace the derivative ft2), by second-order difference quotient 
f<2)n ~ t~2fn = k-2~n+ l _ 2f~ +~[~-t), (4) 
where 
and 
! n+l =Pf ( tn+l ,  0n+l,/ i ,  Un+', V0  n+l) 
!J==- P f ( t j ,  UJ, AtUJ, VUJ),  j =n ,n  - 1. 
(5) 
Let now U~, 0 ~<j ,< n .<j - 1 be given approximations of u j = u(Q with UJe Shn Y and VUJe Z. 
Define U n +~E Sh as the solution of the linear system 
QU n+ I -  2PU" + Qu n- t  = On 
==_ k2(qt[,, + 1 _ 2p l t  n + ql1"-  I) 
+ k4(qzLh~[ n+l - 2P2Lh,[ n + q.,LhI n- ' )  - k4(ql -- t ) tS~" .  (7) 
In Section 2 we shall specify our starting procedure, we shall construct the various extrapolation 
operators and show that if kh- t  remains bounded as k, h ~ 0-- for  some special choice of (q~, q2) 
kh -~ has to remain small--then 
max Itu n -  Unl[ ~< C(u) (k4+h'+y(h)h2" -2 ) ,  
Ogn~gJ 
i.e. that an optimal-order in space and time L2-error estimate holds for r > 2 or r = 2 with N = 1, 2 
and an optimal order in time and almost optimal in space holds if r -- 2, N = 3. The paper closes 
with a section (3) of remarks that includes the statement of convergence r sults for the class of 
second-order accurate cosine methods. 
In Ref. [7] Bales considers up to fourth-order accurate in time fully discrete schemes for problem 
(1) (in the case where the coefficients a#, a0 may also depend on t and u) that are generated by 
suitable rational approximations to e ~ and approximate (1) in its first-order in t system form. Under 
the restriction that the order of time discretization is greater or equal to 3 and that r t> 3 for 
N = 2, 3 he proves optimal L2-error estimates in space and time. It should also be mentioned that 
in the case of parabol ic problems Bramble and Sammon [8], and Keeling [9], have analyzed 
high-order single step fully discrete Galerkin methods. 
(6) 
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2. CONVERGENCE OF THE FULLY DISCRETE SCHEME 
Consistency 
We shall compare the approximation U~ with the elliptic projection W n of the solution of 
problem (1). For this, we need the following consistency result for scheme (7), whose proof, being 
essentially a constant coefficient analog of the consistency proof of Ref. [3] (Proposition 2.1)--see 
also Ref. [4, Lemma 2.3]--is omitted. 
Lemma 2.1 
For 1 ~< n ~< J - 1 we have: 
QW,,+ i _ 2PW ~ + QW ~- 1 = F .  + k2(q l f  n+ I _ 2plf, ,  + q l f " -  1) 
+ k4(q2Lhfn+l _ 2p2L~fn + q2L~fn-1)  _ ka(ql _ &2)f,2)~, 
where Fn e Sh satisfies for some constant c: 
[(F., ~P)I ~< ck2(k 4 + h')( II ¢p II + k: II LhcP II ), 
for every ~o e Sh. [] 
The basic error energy inequality 
Let E~= U ~-  W n. Then, using scheme (7) and Lemma 2.1 we obtain the error equation 
QE n + i _ 2PE  n + QE n- 1 = In - Fn, 
where 
(8) 
I n -- k2{(ql{n+ 1 - 2p l f  ~ + qlj[ n-l ) - -  (q l f  n+l -- 2p l f  ~ + q l fn - t )}  
+ k4{(ql Lh~n +1 _ 2p2 Lhf.. n + q2 Lh~ n -1 ) _ (q2 Lh f  ~ +1 _ 2p2 Lh f  n + q2 Lh f  ~ --1 )} 
_ k4(qt _ ~)(62~n _ f(2~,) _= i~1) + -nr(2)-'a- -~r0). (9) 
Taking the L2-inner product of both sides of equation (8) with E n +t _ E n- ,, using the symmetry 
of P, Q and summing with respect o n from n = m to M ~< J - 1 we see as in Theorem 2.1 of 
Ref. [3] that 
[(QE M+I , E M + I ) + (QE M, Eta) - 2(PE M+I, Eta)] 
- [(QE% E m) + (QE m - i, E m - I) _ 2 (PE% E ~ - I)] 
M 
= ~ [ ( I~ ,En+l -En- t ) - (Fn ,  En+l -En- l ) ] .  
n~m 
Noting that 
2[(QEta + t, EM + I ) + (QE M, E M) _ 2(PEM+ t, EM)] 
= ((Q + p) (EM+l  _ EM), EM+ l _ E M) 
+ ((Q - p ) (E  M+I +EM) ,E  M+l +E M) 
and using now the estimate for Fn from Lemma 2.1 we obtain (assuming of course that the U ~, 
m- l~<n~<M+l  exist inShand I  naredef inedform~<n~<M)  that
M 
#ta+l <~Sm+ck2(k4+hr )2( (g -m + 1)k )+ck  ~, {lie n+l -E  n-1112 +k21tLh(En+' -  E"-I)II 2} 
nmm 
M 
+c ~ (In, En+l -En , I ) ,  l<~m<~M<~J - l ,  (10) 
n l rtt 
where 
{.  --- [[ E n - E" -  '[I 2 + k:((ql  -- Pl )/2) [I L~/2(E" + E" -  ' )  II 2 + k2((ql + Pl )/2) II L~/: (E  ~ - E ~- 1) II: 
+ k4((q2 - p2)/2)  [[ Lh(E  a -I- E n - I) I[ 2 + k4((q2 + p2)/2)  l] Lh(E  n -- E n- l) II 2. (11) 
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Preliminary estimates 
In the following series of lemmata we shall estimate a priori the last sum in the right-hand side 
of condition (10). First we rewrite the term I<) as 
= l 62"--f(2)" )I~ a) -k4(ql- - iS)(  ~ =-k4(q l -1 ) (62~_" -k -2 ( f  "+1 2 f "+f" - l ) )  
- k4(ql - -~)(k-2(f"+l _ 2f" +f" -1)  _f(2).) =_ i~)+ i(5). (12) 
Now using Pl = ql - ½ we have by conditions (9) and (12): 
i(~) + F4) __ (k2/12){[~. + 1 _ f .+  i(u.+ ,, u~,+ ,, vO.+ t] 
+ 101!" - f"(u",  uT, V U")] + L[ "-1 - f " -  t(u"- t, uT-1, V U"- I)1}. 
+ (k:/lZ){[f.+t(u.+l, uT+l, V0.+1) _ f .+  i] 
+ lO[f" (u" ,uT,VU") - f" ]+[f" - l (u  "-I , ut"-I, VU"-1 ) _ f . - i ]}  _ A ~1) + -'1.'(2), (13) 
where we use the notation f"(v", w", Vz")-= Pf(., t., v", w", Vz") etc. For the estimation of A~. 1) we 
have the following. 
Lemma 2.2 
Let 0 "+1, U", U"-t, f ltU"+I,A,U "-I exist in ShaY and VU"+I, VU",VU "-l  belong to Z for 
l<m~<n~<M~<J -1 .  Alsolet U"ex is t inShforn=m- l ,M+l .  Then 
I ~, (A~.I),E "+1 -E  "-1) <~ck E {k2(ll u"+l -  0"+1112+ Ilu"- U"IIz+ Ilu " -1 -  U"-~II 2 
g 
n=m n=m 
.+1 ~_,u.+,ll2 2 + . - ,  A,U.-1112)+ lIE.+1 E.-1112}. +[lu, - +[luT-A,U"lt  [lu, - (14) 
Proof. Immediate, using the fact that f is  smooth on Q~ and, in particular, Lipschitz with respect 
to the u and ut variable. [] 
In the sequel we use the following Taylor formula: for ~p e W 1'~ such that V~p e Z, 
N 
f ( t . ,  u", u'], Vtp) = f(t . ,  u", uT, Vu") + ~. Oi(tp - u")O~+ 3f(t., u", uT, Vu") 
i=1 
+ Oi(~o -u")Oj(~o -u" )  (1 -~)O~+sO~+~f(f.,u",u';,Vu"+TV(~o - u")) d~, 
i , j=  1 
05) 
where 0 ~f(v, v,, Vv), t~ ~f(v, v,, Vv), 0 ~+ ft'(v, v,, Vv), denote the partial derivatives o f f  with respect 
to the arguments v, v,, Oiv, respectively. Since Z is convex the f term in the integral remainder is 
well-defined. 
In addition, in the sequel, for a continuous function y(t) defined on [0, t*] we shall denote for 
3 <~ n <~ J -1  
4 
)3"+l=~0t jy  "+l-j, cq=4,  ~t2=-6,  ~t3=4, ~4=--1,  (16) 
j f l  
where the coefficients ~tj have been chosen of course so that f ,+ l  _ y(t,+ 1) = O(k 4) for smooth y. 
Lemma 2.3 
Suppose that V U" + t, V U", V U"- t exist in Z, m ~< n ~< M, U" exist in Sh, m - 3 ~< n ~< M + 1 
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where 3 ~< m and m + 2 ~< M ~< J - 1. Then for every ~ > 0 there exists a constant C(E) such that: 
n~=m -A (2)n , En+l  - E"-1)  <~ C(E)k2h2~ + k2(k 4 + h' + ~(h)h2"-2) 2 
+ Ek2( II L~ha(E M+l + E M) II 2 + II L~a(E M+ 1 _ E M) II 2) 
+ ck3( [I L~/:~Em- 311 = + II L~/2Em- 2112) 
+ ck2( II tth/2Em-ll[2 + [1Llh/2Er~ II 2) 
M 
+ok Y~ { l lE"+l -E" - ' l l~+k~( l l L , ' /~(E" -E" - ' ) l l  ~ 
+ II L~/2(E" + E"- l) I I  2)}. (17) 
Proof  Writing: 
[f"(u", uT, VU") - f " ]  = [f"(u", uT, VU") - f " (u" ,  uT. VW")] + [f"(u", u",, VW"~ - j f " l~  (18) 
and 
[ f "  + l(u" + ~, u," + l, VU" + ') - f "+ ' ]  = [ f"  + '( u"+' , --tf/n+l , V0.  + ,) _ f .+ l  (u .+l , ut"+l , VlYd.+ ,)] 
n+l, v l~n+l ) fn+l(un+~ ' n+',Van+l + [f"+ t(U"+', U, -- U, )] 
+[ f "+ l (U  "+' ,u,"+' ,Va "+ ' ) - f "+ ' ] ,  (19) 
since for h sufficiently small, by (iv), VW", Vlg."+l ~ Z, and f i s  smooth on Q~, and in particular 
Lipschitz with respect to the Vu variable, we have 
[ ([f"(u", uT, V U") - f " (u" ,  uT, V W")], E "+' - E"-1)1 ~ c 11VE" 11 l[ E "+t - E" - '  1[, 
[ ( [ fn+l (un+l  ' n+l  vf [n+l  _ f .+ , (u .+ l ,  .+ E.+I u, , _ -  ) u, ' ,V~"+l)] ,  -E" - I ) l  
4 
~c Y' IlVg"+'-Jll I I E "+ ' -E" - ' I I .  
j=l  
Using now equation (15) we obtain 
(20) 
f"(u", uT, VW")  - f"(u", uT, Vu") = P[V(W" - u").g"] 
fo +P O i (W"-u" )O j (W"-u" )  (1 -QO~+3O~+3f(t . ,u" ,uT,  Vu"+zV(W"-u" ) )dz  i , j=l (21) 
and analogously 
f "+ '(u "+' , u,"+ ', V I~"+ ' ) - f "+ '(u "+' , ut"÷ ', Vfi"+ l) = P[V(l~'n+ ' - dt"+ ') '~'+ '] 
fo +P c3,(I~" + l -- a" + ')c3j(IY¢" + ' -- t~ "+' ) (1 -z)O~.+3O]+3f(t.+,,u"+',uT+',Vdt"+' i,j= I 
+ zV(lY¢" + 1 - a "+ ')) dr 
where 
g.=(g7  . . . . .  g~)r, ~.+l = (o6],+, . . . . .  ~v+ ,)r 
(22) 
and 
g7 = O~+ xf(t", u", u., Vu"), ~7 +' = OT+ 3f(t "+ l, u "+ l, u,"+ ', Va"+ 1). 
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TO estimate the last terms of the right-hand sides of equations (21) and (22) we scc, using (iii), 
(iv), that: 
i , ]=!  
<~ c lW" - u"l,,~ I Iv (w"  - u")II 
~< cy(h)h 2,-2 
so that, since f is smooth on Q6, 
fo P O~(W" - u")Oj(W" - u") (1 - z)O~+30~+gC'(t., u", uT, Vu" i , j= I 
+ ~V(W" - u")) dz, E "+j - E " -~)  
,,~.,~ ~j(w"  - u") ~< u") l ie "+~ E"-~I[ c Z o, (w"-  
<~ cy(h)h2,-2 [[E.+ 1 _ E,- l l l .  
-Similarly, 
(23) 
(24) 
/o u ,un+l  n+l  v /~n+l  Oi(I~ "+1 - -~" + I)01(['~"+ J - -u  "+l) (1 -'¢)O~.+30i+3f(t,+ 1 u, 1 
+ zV(lg '"+~ - f i"+'))dz,  E "+~ -E"- ' )<~cy(h)h2r-211E"+'-  E"-'II. (25) 
We come now to the estimation of  the first-order term in the right-hand side of  equation (21) 
and (22) which we shall estimate directly in their summed in time form, i.e. 
and 
M 
Y~ (P[V(W"-u").g"I ,E"+'-E "-~) 
n=m 
M 
(P [V(~"+ ' - a"+ ' ) .~"+ q, E"+ ' - E" - ' ) .  
nzm 
Since P is the L2-projection operator onto Sh We have using summation by parts, for 
1 ~<rn ~<M ~<J -  1 such that m +2 ~<M, 
M M 
(e[V(W"-u") .~] ,E"+' -E"- ' )  = Y~ (V(W"-u") .g",E"+'-E "-') 
n=m n~m 
= (V(W M _ u M) .gM, EM+I) + (V(W M - l _ uM-t) .gM- l ,  E M) 
_ (V(W m_ um).gm, E m-l) -- (v(wm+, __ um+,).gm+,, E m) 
M- I  
- ~ ( [V(W"+' -u"+I ) 'g"+' -V(W"-~-u" - I ) 'g ' - ' ) ] ,E" ) .  
n=m+] 
It is easy to see now that for ~o ~ WL~n H~, g~ ~ W ~'~, E ~ Sh we have that 
(26) 
](Vcp "g, E)I = I-- (¢P, g .VE)  - (~p div g, E)l ~< c max, lg, I ,.® II ¢p [I II VE ][. (27) 
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Hence for every E > 0 there exists C(Q such that 
[ (V( W M -- uM).g M, E M+I ) + (V(W M- I  - -  uM- I ) .g  M-I, EM)I 
<~ ch'( 11VEM+ J[[ + Jl VE M II ) ~< C(E)h 2' + e( II L~/2( EM+ 1 + E M) ii 2 + II L~/2(E M+I - E ~) II 2). (28) 
Similarly, 
I(V(Wm-U")'gm, Era-I)+ (V(W m+l -um+l)'g"+', E")I <..ch'(HVE"-II[ + II VEto H). (29) 
Finally using the fact that f is smooth on Q6 and the definition of g" we have IgTI 1,~ <~ c and 
by Taylor's theorem, since the g7 depend only on the solution of (1), Ig7 +1 gT-11 <~ ck. Thus, • - -  I,ao 
using equation (27), (iiifl) we have: 
I ( [V (Wn+ I __ un+l ) .~n+ 1 __ V(W n- 1 - -  un - I ) .~n- I ] ,  E")I 
I ( [v (wn+ l__un+ 1__ wn- l} .u  n- I ) .gn+ 11, E" ) [  
+ i ( [V(W. - , _u . - l ) . (g .+ l _g.-1)],  E")I 
<. ckh  r II rE"  II 
so that, 
I M-I E") M-I 2 ( [v (wn+l - -un+l ) 'gn+l - -V (Wn- l - -un - l ) '~n- I ] '  ~ck  ~ (h2'+IIVE"[12). 
n=m+l  n~m+l 
(30) 
Using now the analogous estimates for the sum 
M 
E (P[v(~1~//'n+l-an+l)'~n+l]'E'n+l-En-I) 
n~ra 
and the fact that 
[If .+'(u.+', .+ ') f "+ '  ut I, Vfi.+ _ IJ <~ e(u) k4, 
since fi"+~ is a fourth-order approximation of u "+1, we obtain the desired result (17) by the 
definition of ~.,~2) combining expressions (18)-(30), and using the arithmetic-geometric mean 
inequality. [] 
At this point, by equation (13), we have completed the estimation of the tro) a_ rt4)~ terms. The 
following lemma estimates the remaining (i~2)+ i~5)). 
Lemma 2.4 
Suppose that VO"+I, VU",VU "-l exist in Z, m ~<n ~<M, [7 "+1, U", Un-t, fi.tUn+l, mtu', 
A, U"- 1, exist in Sh c~ Y for m ~< n ~< M ~< J - 1, U" exist in Sh for n = m - 1, M + 1, where 3 ~< m 
and m + 2 ~< M ~< J - 1 and suppose that there exists ~ > 0 such that kh -1 < a. Then, for every 
E > 0 there exists a constant C(E) such that: 
~ /I(2)~r(5) f n+l_ fn - I  ~,'n r "n , ) <~ C(E)  k2h2r + k2(k 4 + h ~ + Y(h)h2'-2) 2
n=m 
+ ek2( I L~/2(E M+' + E M) l[ 2 + I L~:2( EM+ l _ E M) I 2) 
+ ck3( II L~/~E "-3 II 2 + II L~/2E "-2 II 2) 
+ ck2( [I L~/2E"-III: + IJ t I/2Em l[ 2) 
M 
+ ck ~ {k2(llu "+~- 0"+1112+ I lu"-  f"lt2 + Ilu " -~-  U"-II[ 2 
n=m 
- -  n n--I _ a tun- I  "JW ]]Ut +1 htOn+l]12"-~  HUt -AtUnH2+ Hut H 2) 
+ liE.+ 1 _ E . -  i112 + k2(llLZh/2(E. _ E"- 1)112 
+ [IL~/2(E" + E"-l)ll 2) + k41[Lh(E.+l _ E ~- 1)112}, (31) 
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Proof  We have at once, 
,_,cl ~5),_Fn+I-E"-~) ~ck ~, {k l°+ l lE  n+' -E" - l l l 2} .  (32) 
n=m n~m 
To estimate the I~) terms write as before: 
~" -- f "  = [~" -- f"(u", u'~, VU")] + [f"(u", u'], VU")  - f"(u", u'~, VW")] + [f"(u", ut, VW") - f " ]  
(33) 
so that 
I(Lh [!" - - f"(u",  u T, V U" )1, g "+' - g" - ' ) l  = I([f" - f " (u" ,  u T, V V")], Lh (g  "+' - E" - ' ) )  I 
~<c(ll Un--unll + [IA, Un-uTI I ) I ILh(E n+' - En -~) I I .  
(34) 
As in (20) we obtain 
I(Lh[f"(u",uT, VU")  - f " (u" ,uT ,  VW") ] ,E  "+~ -E" - ' ) I  ~<c IIVE"[I [IZh(E "+' - E" - ' ) I I .  (35) 
For  the estimation of  the term Lh[f"(u", uT, VW") - f " ]  we have: 
Lh[f"(u", u'], VW")  - f"]  = LhP[V(W" - u").g"] 
+ LhP Oi(W ~ - u ~) O/(W ~ - u ~) (1 - z)O~+30~+ 3f(t. ,  u ~, u'], Vu ~ + ~V(W ~ - u")) dz. 
i.j= I dO 
In analogy to equation (23): 
I( ;0 LaP Oi(W" - u")Oj(W ~ - u ~) (1 - z)O~÷30~+3f(t., u ~,uT, Vu ~ i , j f f i  I 
+ ~V(W ~ - u" ) )d~,  E ~÷1 - E ~-  ~) 
cy(h) hz'-z [I Lh( En+' -- E n-~) II. (36) 
Now 
(LhP[V(W" - u").g"], E "+' - E" - ' )  = (V(W" - u")-g", Lh(E n+l - E" - t ) )  
and using summation by parts 1 ~< m ~< M ~< J - 1 such that m + 2 6 M, 
M 
(V(W" - u")'g", Lh(E"+ ' - E" -  ')) 
t l=m 
= (V(W M _ u M) .g~t, LhEM+ l) + (V(W M- I _ u M - l ) .gM-l ,  L~E M) 
_ (V(W m _ um).g,n, LhE,n-t)  __ (v(wm+ l __ u,n+ t).gm+ l, LhE,n) 
M-1 
- y~ ( [V(W"+' -u"+' ) .g"+ ' -V(W"- ' -u" - ' ) .g" - ' ] , L~E") .  
nf f im+l  
(37) 
For  this term we repeat now essentially the proof  of  Lemma 2.3. The only difference is that, for 
example, the terms II VLhE II in the application of (27) are estimated as, using (i, ~), 
[[ V LhE [I ~< ch-'l[ LhE [[ ~ ch -2 [i L1/ZE It. 
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Hence, using kh -~ < • we see that for every E > 0 there exists a constant C(E) such that: 
C(E) k2h2" + Ek2( II L~a(E u+ 1 + EM)  II 5 + II L~/5( Eu+ 1 _ Eta)II 2) 
M- I  
+ ck2h 2" + ckS(ll L~h/2E m- 1115 + II II LA/SE m II 2) + ck Z ( k2h2" + k2 II L~h/2E" II '). 
n=m+l 
We use an entirely analogous analysis for the term of the difference ~" +~ - f "+~ following the steps 
of Lemma 2.3, and the desired estimate follows. [] 
At this point the estimation of the terms 
M 
~., ( I . ,En+I - -E  " - l )  
.=m 
in the right-hand side of expression (10) is complete. Summarizing, we have proved that if the 
assumptions of Lemmata 2.1-2.4 are fulfilled, i.e. if 
U"ex is t inShform- l~<n~<M+l ,  
0 "+1, U ~, U "-l, fl, U "+', A,U", A ,U" - l ,  existin Shn Yform ~<n ~< M 
V(Y"+I, VU" ,VU "- I  exist in Z, m ~<n ~<M, 
3 <~m,m + 2<<.M <<.J-1,  
and if for a positive number ~, kh- '  < ~, (38) 
then the following a priori error energy inequality holds: for every E < 0 there exists a constant C(E) 
such that: 
~M÷I ~ ~m + g~ + Eke( II L~/5(E u+l + E u)  I[ 5 + 1] L1h/2(E u+ l _ E u)  112) 
+ C(E)k2h 5' + ckS(k 4 + h" + ~(h)h2'-5) 5 + ~m.U, 
where 
and 
M 
£r~m=ck ~ {k2(llu "+1-  0"+'112+ I lu" -  U"[15"t - Ilu " -~-  U"-~II 5 
.=ra  
.+1-  A,U.+,  + Ilu, 115+ I lu , -A,U"I IS+ lint -~ A,U"-1115) 
+ II E "÷~ - E" - '  II 5 + kS( II L~/5(E" - g" - ' )  [i 5 
+ I I L~/2(E" + g ~- 1) ii 2) + k4 II Zh (E  ~ ÷ 1 _ g" -  1) 115 }. 
(39) 
(4o)  
8~ = ck2( [I L~/2Em- '[[ 2 + [[ L~/2E m [I 2 + k [[ L~/2E~- 3][ 2 + k [] L~/2E m - 2l[ 2). (41) 
We proceed now to the specification of the starting procedure of the scheme, the choice of the 
extrapolation operators and the proof of convergence. 
Starting procedure 
First we choose U ° as the elliptic projecton of u °, i.e. we put 
U ° = P ,  u ° = W °. (42)  
To simplify matters, we shall choose UJ, j = 1, 2 . . . . .  7 as elliptic projections of Taylor polynomials 
for u:. Specifically, we assume that using the equation (1) and the initial conditions we may solve 
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for the values uCJ)(0), j = 2, 3, 4 which are in H i  and are assumed to be sufficiently smooth. For 
j = 1, 2 . . . . .  7 define U j in Sh as, 
UJ = PI ( u° + jku°)(O) + (jk )2u(2)(O)/2 + (jk )3u(3)(O)/3! + (jk )'u(4)(O)/4!). (43) 
Hence by condition (iii), II WY- UJll <<.C(j)k 5 and therefore Ilu j -  UJll <<.C(j)(k~+h'), 
j = 1, 2 . . . . .  7. Using now the inverse inequality (iT) and if kh-I  ~< a, ~ > 0, we see that: 
II wY - u/II + k II L ~h/2(W j - U 2) l] + k211Zh( WJ -- U j) II <~ C( j )k (k  4 ÷ h'). 
Hence we conclude by (iiiT), (i6) that 
UJ fSht%Y,  VUJEZ, j=0  . . . . .  7, (44a) 
II E j II ~< ck(k  4 + h'), j = 0 . . . . .  7, (44b) 
II EJ - E j -  1112 + k 2 II L~/2(E j - E j -  1) 112 + k 2 tl L Ih/2(EJ ÷ E j -  I) 112 
+k411Lh(gJ-EJ-t) l l2+k4[lLh(EJ+EJ- l ) l l2<<.C(j)k2(ka+h') 2, j = 1 . . . . .  7, (44c) 
I luJ- UJll ~< C( j ) (k4+h' ) ,  j =0 . . . . .  7. (44d) 
Extrapolation operators 
We have already defined U" + 1, for 3 ~< n ~< J - 1: 
0 "+1 = 4U" - 6U"-1 + 4U"-1 + 4un-2  __ un-3 .  (45) 
Observe that for y(t)  smooth we have, 
4 
y~l), = k- I  ~ 8j(y,+ l- j  _ y , - j )  + O(k4), 
j - - I  
where 81 = 25/12, 82 = -23/12, 83 = 13/12, 8, = -3/12. 
Motivated by this and the eventual needs of the convergence theorem, for n i> 4 we define: 
4 
AtU n = k -1 ~ 8/(U "+| - / -  U "-/) (46) 
jffil 
and 
A,U "+' =k- ' (81(0  "+1-  0" )+ 82(U" -  U" - ' )+  f3(U " - I -  U" -2)+ 8,(U " -2 -  U"-3)), (47) 
noting that for a smooth function Aty" = y0~ + O(k*), fl,y "+1 = yC|).+l + O(k4), and that actually 
4 
, i ,u  n+l =k  -I y~ ~j(u n+l - j -  u"- J) ,  (48) 
jffi¿ 
for appropriate constants ?j. 
Convergence 
We are ready now to state and prove the main result of this paper. 
Theorem 2.1 
Assume that U j, j = 0 . . . . .  7 are defined by equations (42) and (43) and that O n + 1, fl, U" + ~, At U" 
are given by (45), (46) and (47), respectively. Then for every n, 8 ~< n ~< J, U" exists uniquely as 
the solution of equation (7). If (ql, q2) belongs to the stability region ]~ of Fig. 1 of Ref. [3] and 
there exists a > 0 such that, kh-l<<. ~t, (if (q~, q2)e dR3u{B} of Fig. 1 of Ref. [3] assume that 
is the specific bound of the right-hand side of (2.24) of Ref. [3]), then there exists a positive constant 
c, independent of h and k such that, 
max (IIE"II + ~ (E j j - l ) la)<-- .c(k '+h'+ Y(h)h 2'-2) (49) 
O~n~J\ jr1 
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and 
where 
max II u" - U" II ~< c( k4 + h' + 7(h)h2"-2), 
O~n~J 
(50) 
Ej.j_, = II EJ - E J - '  II 2 + k 2 II L~/z(E j - E j - ' )  II 2 + k s IILh'/2(E j + E J -  ')II 2 
+ k'  II Lh(E / - E/- l)112 + k4[i Lh(E j + E j - , )  II 2 
Proof. We first make a preliminary observation: if for 5 ~< n ~< M ~< J -  1, 0 n+ ~, U n, U"-t, 
/i, U n + ~, A~ U", A, U n- 1, exist in Sh c~ Y, V(I" + 1, VU", VU n- l belong in Z and U n exist in Sh for n = 4, 
M + 1, then by (iiia) and (45), 
II 0 n+' -u '+ ' l l  ~< II 0 "+ I -  i f '+ '  II + II i f '+ ' -  a"+'l l  + lla "+' - un+'ll 
4 
<~c Z llE"+'-Jll+c(k4+hr)' 5<.n<.M. 
j~ l  
Also using (ii,a,fl) and (46), 
IluT- A,f"ll <~ IIA, U"- A,W"II + IIA,W"- W('~ II + IluT- W('~'II 
4 
<~ck-' ~ I IE"+l - J -E" - J l l+c(k4+h') ,  5<~n<<.n, 
j--I 
and by (48) similarly, 
4 
Ilfl, U"+~-uT+'ll <~ck-' ~ IIE"+t-./-En-Jll+c(k4+h'), 5<~n <<.M. 
j - I  
Hence, for m = 5 and 7 ~< M inequality (39) takes then the following form: 
for every E > 0 there exists C(E)> 0 such that 
,~ ,+,  ~< ,~5 + ~;  + ok2( II tJh/2( EM+' "-k E M) II 2 + II Z~/2( EM+t -- EM)II 2) 
M+I  
+ C(~.)k2h 'r+ ck2(k 4 + h r + ?(h)h2'-2) 2+ ck ~ Ej, j_ ~, (51) 
j~ l  
where g. ,  8~, are defined by equations (11) and (41), respectively. 
The stability assumptions on (q~, q2) yield now that there exists a positive constant fl* > 0 such 
that (see Ref. [3]) 
j~*EM+I,M <~ t~M+I • 
Hence choosing an E > 0 sufficiently small and if k < k0, where k0 is sufficiently small positive 
number, then (51) gives for 7 ~< M ~< J - 1, 
or using (44), 
M 
E,w+ ~.M <~ c(gs + g'5) + ck2(k 4 + h" + y(h)h 2`-2)2 + ck ~ Ejj_ 
j= l  
M 
EM+ ,.M <~ C,k2( k* + h" + ),(h)h2"-2) 2 + C ,k  ~ Ej.j_ ,. (52) 
j= l  
It is important o note, closing this preliminary phase of the error estimate, that C ,  is a constant 
independent ofh and k but also independent of M as it can be easily seen by tracing back its origins. 
We shall follow this convention and in the sequel, C ,  will denote a positive constant, not necessarily 
the same at any two places, possibly depending on u, t* and the data of (1) but independent of 
h, k and M. 
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The rest of the proof is an induction loop. First, (44) implies that: 
U/,A, UJ, O/+1,..rI, U J+ I~ShnY,  VUJ, VUJ+I~Z, for j=4  . . . . .  7, 
and thus condition (52) holds if M = 7. 
Suppose now that 
UJ, AtUJ, OJ+|,.;I, UJ+I~Shc~Y, VUJ, VUJ+IeZ, for j=4  . . . .  M. (I.H.) 
Then U u+ i exists uniquely as the solution of (7) and (52) holds as is and also, of course, with 
M replaced by any n, 7 ~<n ~<M. By Gronwalrs lemma we conclude therefore that, 
for n = 7,8 . . . . .  M, 
En+ l,n <<- C 'k2(  k4 + hr + Y(h )h2r- 2) 2 exp( C ,kn  ) 
<~ C ,k2(k 4 + h r + ?(h)h2'- 2) 2 exp(C, t*). 
Hence, for n = 0, 1 . . . . .  M we have, using (44), 
II E "+ ' - E" II + (E,+ 1,n) 1/2 <~ C ,k (k  4 + h r + y(h )h2r- 2). (53) 
Since E°= 0 summation yields, for n = 0, 1 . . . . .  M 
n+l 
II gn ÷ ~11 + ~ (E,./_ 1 )1/2 <~ C ,  (k 4 + h' + ? (h)h v-  ~), (54) 
j~l 
Now from (i~), (iii) and (54) 
and by (45), 
also by (iii~,fl), (53) and (46), 
i U -÷t  _ u"÷~lo  o ~ C,h  I/'* 
l 0  M+2-uM+2 I~ ~<C,hl/4; 
l a, U M+ 1 -- utM+I oo ~ I A ,E  M÷ I I ® + IA, W M+l - u~ + 11 
<~ C ,h -'v/2(k4 + h' + y(h)h 2r-2) + C , (k  4 + Ilog h I~')h r) ~< C .h  1/4 
and by (48) 
I~lt UM+2 -- uM+21 ~ ~ C,h I/4. 
Now using (iy,6), (iv), (iii) and (53), 
IVUM+ i _ VuM+I I ~ ~ I VEM+ t I ~ + IVWM+ 1 _ VuM+ I I 
<~ C,h-N/2(k 4 + h' + y(h)h 2'-2) + C.~(h)h ' - l  <~ C,hl/4 
and analogously, 
Iv~r M+2 -- VuM+21 ~ ~ C,h  1/4. 
Hence, for sufficiently small h, we conclude that 
UM+I, AtU M+l, UM+2 AtUM+2EShN Y, vuM+I,v~fM+2¢Z, 
i.e. (I.H.) holds for M + 1. Hence, (I.H.) holds for any M with 7 ~< M ~< J - 1 and thus condition 
(54) holds for any M with 0 ~< M ~< J - 1 and the proof of the theorem is complete. [] 
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3. REMARKS 
Second-order in time cosine schemes. Such schemes are generated by rational functions r(x) 
approximating cos(x) for real x, of the form 
r(x) = (1 +plx2)/(1 + qlx2), ql > O, 
where we shall assume second-order accuracy, i.e. p~ = ql - 1/2 and that ql i> 1/4 which implies 
stability, i.e. that Ir(x)[ ~< 1 for all real x. 
Following what was done in Section 1 for fourth-order methods one may easily derive the much 
simpler second-order in time fully discrete schemes generated by r(x). Indeed, if we let U j, 
O<~j<~n<~J-1 be given approximations of u/=u(t/)  with UJ~S,c~Y and VUJ~Z, then 
U" ÷ ~ ~ Sh is defined as the solution of the linear system: 
Q,U.+ t _ 2P'U" + Q'U"-  l = k2(ql~.+ I _ 2p~" + qlI"- 1), 
where Q' = q'(k2Lh), P" =p'(k2Lh) and p'(x)  = 1 + plx and q'(x) = 1 + q~x, 
and 
(55) 
~n+ t =-- Pf(t.+ l, O "+l, At U"+ I, VO "+1 ) (56) 
I i= Pf(tj, U/,AtUJ, VU/), j =n ,n  -1 .  
The extrapolation operators are now given by 
0 "+. =2U" -  U "-t 
so that, for smooth y =y(t ) ,  )3,+~-y(t ,+l)  = O(k2), and for n >/2, 
(57) 
(58) 
Using similar arguments to those of Section 2 we may prove (albeit much more simply) the 
following convergence r sult for these methods, a direct counterpart of Theorem 2.1. 
Theorem 3.1 
Assume that UJ, j = 0 . . . . .  5 are defined by equations (61) and (62) and that 0" + l, A, U", .fl, U" + l 
are given by equations (58), (59) and (60), respectively. Then for every n, 6 ~< n ~< J, U" exists 
uniquely as the solution of equation (55). If q~ I> 1/4 and there exists 0t > 0 such that, kh -l <~ ~, 
then there exists a positive constant c, independent of h and k such that, 
max (IIE"II + ~ (Eyj - , ) ' /2)<~c(k2+h'+ ?(h)h 2'-~) 
and, to simplify matters, choose U j, j = 1, 2 . . . .  ,5 as ellptic projections of second-order Taylor 
polynomials approximating uL Specifically assume that using equations (1) and the initial 
conditions one may solve for u(2)(0), which is in H~ and sufficiently smooth. For j = 1, 2 . . . .  ,5 
define U j in Sh as, 
U j = Pi (u ° +jku(I)(O) + (jk)2u(2)(O)/2). (62) 
U°= W °, (61) 
A, U" = ½k-'(3(U" - U"-t)  _ (U,-t  _ U,-2)) (59) 
and 
A,U "+' ffi ½k-t(5(U"- U" - ' ) -3 (U" - '  - U"-2)) (60) 
so that for smooth functions Aty"= y (~)" + O(k2), ,71,y"+~ =yO),+~ + O(k2). 
The starting precedure of our scheme is analogous to the one chosen in the fourth-order case: 
first choose U ° as the ellptic projection of u °, i.e. put 
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and 
where 
max 11 u ~ - U ~ II < c(k 2 + h' + ~(h)h~-2) ,  
O~n~J  
(63) 
E l , j _  1 = tlEJ- E:-'II2 + kZlIL~/2(EJ- EY-a)IIZ + k211L ~h/2(EJ + EJ-1)II2, EJ= U j -  W i, 
Special forms of the function f
If the function f in  (1) depends affinely on Vu, i.e., if there exist two functions, 
[] 
such that 
a=a(x,t,u,u,), b=b(x, t ,u ,  ut), 
f(x, t, u, ut, Vu) = Vu .a(x, t, u, u,) + b(x, t, u, ut) 
then (50) and (63), become, as it can be easily seen by Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4, 
max Ilu n - Unll < c(k v + h'), 
O~n~J  
where v = 4, 2 respectively and r t> 2 and N = 1, 2, 3. [] 
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